Four Seasons® compressors are put through a strenuous validation process that ensures our customers receive a quality part.

The Four Seasons® unit is manufactured with precisely drilled and tapped threads for easy installation.

The competitor unit shows signs of sandblasting of the threaded surface. This lack of process control creates a coating that could cause the thread wall to strip, making installation difficult.
Expert technicians know that when they install a Four Seasons® unit, they are getting a quality part that meets application specifications for fit, form, and function.

**Four Seasons® P/N 58886**

**FOUR SEASONS® UNIT**
The Four Seasons® unit matches O.E. fit, form and function for easy mounting and installation.

**COMPETITOR UNIT**
Competitor unit has an extra case bolt mount that makes installation impossible.

**Four Seasons® P/N 198396**

**FOUR SEASONS® UNIT**
The Four Seasons® unit has correct rear mounting head for easy installation.

**COMPETITOR UNIT**
Competitor unit features an incorrect rear head mount requiring the use of a spacer in order to install.